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South Texas Prolect Electric Generatin5 Station Po. Box 289 Wadsworth, Texas 77483

May 19, 2010
U7-C-STP-NRC- 100114

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4

Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Request for Additional Information

Reference: Letter, Mark McBurnett to Document Control Desk, "Response to
Request for Additional Information," dated July 29, 2009. U7-C-STP-
NRC-090089 (ML092150965)

Attached are the responses to NRC staff questions included in Request for Additional
Information (RAI) letter number 313 related to Combined License Application (COLA) Part 2,
Tier 2, Section 3.9.2. This completes the response to the letter. Attachments 1 through 7 provide
the responses to the RAI questions listed below:

RAI 03.09.02-9 RAI 03.09.02-12 RAI 03.09.02-14
RAI 03.09.02-10 RAI 03.09.02-13 RAI 03.09.02-15
RAI 03.02.02-11

Additionally, Attachments 8 and 9 provide revised responses to NRC staff questions included in
RAI letter numbers 144 and 147 related to Combined License Application (COLA) Part 2, Tier 2,
Section 14.2. The Reference above provides the original responses which are revised by the
attached responses to the following RAI questions:

RAI 14.02-6 RAI 14.02-8

When a change to the COLA is indicated, it will be incorporated into the next routine revision of
the COLA following NRC acceptance of the RAI response.

There are no commitments in this letter.

STI 326797 45
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If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact me at (361) 972-7136, or
Bill Mookhoek at (361) 972-7274.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on

Scott Head
Manager, Regulatory Affairs
South Texas Project Units 3 & 4

jep

Attachments:

1. RAI 03.09.02-9
2. RAI 03.09.02-10
3. RAI 03.09.02-11
4. RAI 03.09.02-12
5. RAI 03.09.02-13
6. RAI 03.09.02-14
7. RAI 03.09.02-15
8. RAI 14.02-6, Revision 1
9. RAI 14.02-8, Revision 1
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cc: w/o attachment except*
(paper copy)

Director, Office of New Reactors
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Regional Administrator, Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, Texas 76011-8064

Kathy C. Perkins, RN, MBA
Assistant Commissioner
Division for Regulatory Services
P. 0. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

Alice Hamilton Rogers, P.E.
Inspection Unit Manager
Texas Department of Health Services
P. 0. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

C. M. Canady
City of Austin
Electric Utility Department
721 Barton Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704

* Steven P. Frantz, Esquire

A. H. Gutterman, Esquire
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington D.C. 20004

*Tom Tai

Two White Flint North
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(electronic copy)

*George F. Wunder
*Tom Tai

Loren R. Plisco
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Steve Winn
Joseph Kiwak
Eli Smith
Nuclear Innovation North America

Jon C. Wood, Esquire
Cox Smith Matthews

Richard Pefia
Kevin Pollo
L. D. Blaylock
CPS Energy
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RAI 03.09.02-9

QUESTION:

Supplement to Question 11648 (eRAI 03.09.02-2)

In the response to RAI 03.09.02-2, STP referenced two Toshiba reports:

1. RS-5126954, Revision 1, "Prototype ABWR Reactor Internals Flow Induced Vibration
Test Report," that documents the ABWR prototype comprehensive vibration assessment
program; and

2. RS-5126579, Revision 1, "STP 3 and 4 Reactor Internals Flow Induced Vibration
Assessment Program," that documents STP 3 and 4's additional testing and analyses and
their application of the prototype vibration assessment program.

The staff has reviewed these reports for their contents and the level of details described in
Regulatory Guide 1.20. Please be advised that the valid prototype referenced in the STP COL
FSAR is a foreign plant, as such, these reports do not meet the guidance described in Regulatory
Guide 1.20. Please update and re-submit these reports.

RESPONSE:

The reports discussed in this RAI were prepared to support the use of a Japanese ABWR reactor
as the prototype, and were prepared using the information that was available from the prototype
testing that was discussed in the ABWR FSER (NUREG-1503). As noted in the FSER, the
testing was not yet completed at the time of the ABWR certification. The test program that was
performed at the Japanese ABWR was performed in the mid-1990's and included extensive
testing for numerous test conditions at both pre-operational and power conditions. The testing
development was performed on the basis of known information and issues at the time the test
planning was done and the testing performed. Since that time, new issues have emerged (e.g.,
issues with BWR steam dryer acoustic resonance) that were not directly addressed in the test
program.

STPNOC has re-evaluated the use of the Japanese ABWR plant as the ABWR prototype plant.
This re-evaluation included review of the available information from the Japanese ABWR testing
as compared to the guidance in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.20 Rev. 3, the specific information that
is requested in the DCD for COL Information Item 3.27 (DCD Tier 2 Subsection 3.9.7.1), and
the clarification of NRC staff expectations as delineated in a meeting on December 17, 2009. As
a result of this review, STPNOC has made a determination that STP 3 will be the prototype
ABWR plant. STP 4 will be a non-prototype Category I plant, and will rely on STP 3 as the valid
prototype. Therefore, instead of relying on the reports discussed in this RAI, new reports will be
prepared and submitted. The contents and schedule for the new reports to be submitted in support
of the STP 3&4 COLA review, and the resulting changes to the COLA, are discussed below.
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This response completely supersedes the responses to RAIs 03.09.02-2 through 03.09.02-8,
which were transmitted by STPNOC letter U7-C-STP-NRC-090088 (July 30, 2009).

STP 3: STP 3 will be the ABWR prototype reactor in support of the COL application. STPNOC
will provide a final report (STP 3 ABWR Prototype Reactor Internals Flow-Induced Vibration
Assessment Program, hereinafter referred to the STP 3 FIV Program Report) that documents the
stress and vibration analysis program, the stress and vibration measurement program, and the
inspection program. The stress and vibration analysis 'program will include the steam dryer,
lower plenum components, and all other reactor internal components. In the development of the
program, the test results and operating experience from the foreign reactor will be used to inform
the STP 3 test program. The results of the foreign reactor FIV testing are directly applicable to
the STP 3 prototype test planning because the reactor internals, power levels, flow rates, etc. are
substantially the same. In addition, the foreign ABWR plant has over 10 years of successful
operating experience.

The STP 3 FIV Program Report will be similar in scope and level of detail to the report
developed for the AP-1 000 reactor design (WCAP-1 5949-P, Rev. 2, "AP-1000 Reactor Internals
Flow-Induced Vibration Assessment Program"). The STP 3 FIV Program report will include the
predictive analysis results for the STP 3 ABWR Prototype Reactor internals, including specific
information on the modeling for reactor internals analysis, and validation and benchmarking of
the models. STP plans to use the results obtained from the extensive FIV testing performed on
the reference Japanese ABWR to validate and benchmark the analytical models and forcing
function predictions. The stress and vibration measurement plan will identify reactor internal
components to be instrumented and the types and numbers of instruments to be used. Sensor
types will be selected based upon prior application in a reactor environment and proven
reliability. Test data will be collected and analyzed on-line and off-line during pre-operational
and start-up test conditions as well as transient conditions. Inspections for such indications as
wear, cracks, displaced/failed components, loosening of bolts, evidence of loose parts and
foreign material will be performed prior to and after pre-operational test completion. This plan,
which will be based on the predictive analysis and the reference Japanese ABWR tests, will be
included in the STP 3 FIV Program Report. This report will also include the inspection plan,
which will include identification of components and locations to be inspected, the inspection
methods, and the method for documentation of results and comparison to the predictive analyses.

Calculations for development of the forcing functions, component modal analyses, and stress
analyses will be prepared in support of the STP 3 FIV Program Report. These calculation
packages will be made available for NRC review in accordance with the schedule provided in
Table 03.09.02-9 below.

To address the potential of acoustic resonance for the steam dryer, which is discussed at length in
RG 1.20 Rev. 3, the STP 3 FIV Program will also include explicit development of the predictive
analysis for the ABWR steam dryer, including effects of acoustics of the main steam line. An
initial analysis for acoustics (an acoustic screening analysis) will be completed, and a summary
report will be prepared and submitted in accordance with the schedule provided in
Table 03.09.02-9 below. A 1/8-scale, 4-line model test will be performed to provide input for the
development of the steam dryer acoustic loads, based on the acoustic circuit model (ACM)
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methodology. The ACM methodology is currently employed for power uprates of operating
BWR reactors, and has been demonstrated as an acceptable method of developing predictive
analysis loads for the steam dryers. A test plan will be developed for the 1/8-scale model test,
which will be made available for NRC review. The subscale model testing schedule and location
will be provided to NRC, and NRC is welcome to witness the subscale testing. The subscale test
results will be documented in a test report that will be submitted in accordance with the schedule
provided in Table 03.09.02-9 below. The resulting acoustic loads developed based on the
subscale model tests will be used to develop the acoustic loads on the steam dryer, and to
perform the analysis for the effects of high cycle fatigue. The Steam Dryer High Cycle Fatigue
Analysis Report will document this analysis, and will be submitted in accordance with the
schedule provided in Table 03.09.02-9 below.

The current schedule for submittal of the reports and the availability of the calculation packages
are summarized in Table 03.09.02-9.

Table 03.09.02-9
STP 3 FIV Program Pre-COL Deliverable and Availability Schedule

Component / Document Available for Review Submittal to NRC

Steam Dryer

Initial Acoustic Screening Report 1-June-2010

1/8-Scale 4-Line Model Test Plan 1-June-2010

Performance of Subscale Test June 2010 (TBD) _______'__________

Subscale Test Report __________________ 30-Sept-2010

Non-Steam Dryer Components

Lower plenum CFD forcing function calc 18-Aug-2010

Other components forcing function calc 21-Jul-2010

Lower plenum modal analyses calc 18-Aug-201 0

Other component modal analyses calc 21-Jul-2010

Predictive stress analysis calc 10-Nov-2010

Measurement, Test and Inspection Plan 26-Nov-2010

STP 3 ABWR FIV Program Report 15-Dec-201 0

STP 3 Steam Dryer High Cycle Fatigue Rpt 15-Dec-201 0

STP 4: STP 4 will be a non-prototype Category I plant, and will use STP 3 as the valid prototype.
In support of the COLA, STPNOC will provide a final report (STP 4 Reactor Internals
Flow-Induced Vibration Assessment Program, hereinafter referred to the STP 4 FIV Program
Report). Because STP 4 is identical to STP 3, the test program for STP 3 will be completely
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applicable to the STP 4 design. Per the guidance of RG 1.20 Rev. 3, the STP 4 FIV Program
Report will include the stress and vibration analysis program and inspection program. This report
is scheduled to be submitted to NRC by December 15, 2010.

Post-COL Deliverables: Preliminary and final reports documenting the results of the FIV
testing will be prepared for the STP 3 prototype testing and the STP 4 non-prototype testing. The
completion of the testing and the reports are dependent upon the schedule for start-up testing,
which is dependent on the fuel load dates. The current schedule for STP 3 has an estimated fuel
load date of early 2015. Thus the earliest estimated date for completion of the start-up testing
related elements of the FIV program would be mid-2015. The schedule for STP 4 is currently
one year later. Per the guidance of RG 1.20 Rev. 3 regulatory position C.2.5, the preliminary and
final reports will be submitted 60 and 180 days, respectively, after the completion of the
vibration testing. STPNOC provides regular updates of the schedule that can be used to track the
dates for the testing completion and thus the estimated final report availability dates.

COLA Changes: In order to incorporate STP 3 as the prototype reactor and clarify that STP 4 is
a non-prototype category I reactor, the following changes will be incorporated in a future
revision of the COLA. The supplemental information provided in COLA Part 2, Tier 2,
Subsections 3.9.2.3 and 3.9.2.4 will be revised to make the description consistent with the
current approach as described in this RAI response. Subsection 3.9.2.6 will revert to the DCD
section, which is incorporated by reference. The supplemental information provided in the
COLA in response to COL Information Item 3.27, which requested that the results of the
prototype testing be provided by the COL applicant, will be revised to provide the plan for the
FIV testing of STP 3 as the prototype plant, and as such will state that STPNOC is addressing the
required information to address the regulatory positions C.2.1 through C.2.4 of RG 1.20 Rev. 3
in the STP 3 FIV Assessment.

The changes to the STP 3&4 COLA are provided below. Changes to COLA Revision 3 are
highlighted in gray shading.

3.9.2.3 Dynamic Response of Reactor Internals Under Operational Flow Transients
and Steady-State Conditions

The following standard supplement addresses Regulatory Guide (R.G.) 1.206,

Rev. 0:

e-he plan to evaluate the response of the reactor internals duei t operational flow
transients anid steady'state conditions for the ABWR prototype, STP 3, is included in~
the S 3P3 ABWR PrototypSe Reactor Internals Flow-Induced Vibration Assessment
Program (Reference 3.9-13). For STP 4, STP 3 will be the valid prototype reactor,
and STP 4 will be classified as "'Non-Prototype, Category I." The plan for •valuation
of STP4 is included in theSTP 4 R.eactor Internals Flow-InducedVibration
.Assess~men'tProgram '(Reference 3. 9-1 4)'.

Thpnrea i cnsdbGFt of the first ABVVR plant, Whidh has been in peration
1995, 'be the 1350 MV~ ASWIR~"'Valid Pre~ye fn

Rcpgulafor'y ýGude_ 1-.4,0 becatjse:-ottpedfic
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The, -4toyp Pant reactoritenl have SUccessfully Gem pletedl a
~p~ee~sie 'ibraionssesmenprogram during the pre operational anid

i~tastaI4up-tsg This Vibration assessmEnRt program consisted of a
iration Rnd fbtcanlss .a1 vAbraio, hmpaswremnent program, a

Th~~t~r9rný ;A A ndornreao of theirrp; reuts.,
(2 -Th ractor in~aso h rttp BRplant haV8,8XpeHenced no

reactorW internals ofgrto with substantay th6bsarne a'rran~gemnent, design, size,
land operati~~-ng cndi.tid4-ns- as a specifi6d Valfid PrttPe a'nd for Which npminal

~iifcenesin rrngmetdepsign sze, and op eratingconiti......... been shoW&

exciatoof thonse eco itnl ipp to safety7." 'STP 3 and 4 reactor
intrnls~resubstantiallytesm as those- of the v4alid'rprototype. Also, the valid

prototype hno rh the , pons and eXcitatiGR of thes
*reacbtor internal in-~~t s~afety T-herqpFoeT-STP 3 and 4 reactGr itralsae

;;qsf~da "Nonm Prdttpf, -41r, !blof he 350 MV~e ABVVR.

~rom~e u~c~R~latr Gide206 Setion C.3.9.2.3 for Rn pretope
;,bie ~marn;;pff thep vAld. prob4type tesa ndqqlys is results are shOW'R as oll:;

Followi guidnc of Reua~yGuide .0SetnC2.,thvbrio
analySis proqrarn' ,was'ýperfermed for those steady stae and -a 2.1path' virantion
Genditions that corres'Pond to preeperatie~al and initial S@t~p teSt and neornal
operating conditi'ons. The dy~narniG ahalytpial finite element models were develOped
to predi~t then RAtlvbato IFIfeuny oa ipae~~,adrea

stres's for _ thf cow~ IMponents

(1) Control g&Gd ide Tuibes and Oitrol Red~ Driv/e HeU~ings

(2) InR coeG F1- d Tu--b es -an d H GU SRg~
(a)- High- Pressure Cor~e -Flooder Spager and-Coupling

5 Steam_ pryr Skirt, Drain Channel an& Hood

Frnm tp- l- -results, tws ver f ed that the rnax murm vibration stress
,am~plitud& Aforeta' below the allowable limit for all RG~l sed tt ~ r~in

ýhý combnNation 6f several pumnps stoeping).

foflv~n thegukancof R~atr,'Guide 1.20, Section C 2.2, a vibration
measurMen4rga was; developedtand imnplemnented to verify the ctrUctural
interitofthe ~econer-nals,, to, determi-ne thez marg in of Safety aSSOciated with

ýted taqte aind a nticiate-d transin'6t conditions for normal operation, and to confirm
the resilts of the vibr tion anailysis-. S train wies, accelroPFmeters, and/or linear
Výariable diffe-renltial trnsfoarmers were utilize~d to measure vibration relatemd data pa

thU~owig reactor Ftra o'oet{-
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(1) Steam Dryer Skirt, D~rain O~hannel, Support RfmN, Hood and Ve~ssel Domc
Region P~ressure

(2) High Pressure CoeRee • •jrrger, Coupling and Thermal R"ng

(3) Contrl! Rod Guide Tube and Control Rod Drive HOUi -

K A - /- . .: -I- -r. I- - __ -1 1 1 - . .- :- -
k 1)111 b l-1 11_ U1z UIJ" d! iviuiltt ~i ij

(5) Coe eShrud

(6)Top Guide

FoF the selectRon f GE)rrnn 1]apGhents, thecioilpWing criteria Wecosiere GOR

(1 oitr f flew1due vibration preble

()New design or ee fowcndition

(3) Difficu~lty to. repair eor repla&&

The m-easurements results~ c-;ho'~ed that the maxemum~ vib~ration stress ampkltdes
Were all below the-allbwabtee limit for all normal steady state and transient Ope~,ating
cond ieins (including the combiation of several pumps steppi~g)-.

From th guidance of Regulatory G~uide- 1.20-,Section C 24. ,-theinSp'ectiEn pregram
was mpeotdprier to and following operation at these steady state and transient
modes GOnSiStenh With the test GGndifionS for Regulatory Guide 1.20 Section C _2_2.2.

The ~reacto internals were. remioved from the reactor vessel for these~ inspectiohs.
FF Or~comnents in whih removal was not feaswibe, theispectonsV.were perfermd
by mean~s of examination equipment approlpriate for in situ inspectiOn.

The proposed d~esign for STP 3 and 4 is substnitytesm as the valid pF~totype
re co nt nal com one ts ln-d. 110 '.

are not Gon'tem-pl'ated, at this t me. if any ch~
ftrthey tilbe address~edat the t me th

'Ati............... +J1 4+ nts
C3""ýn c2r-_ " -

e Ghange i~s proposed with proper

3.9.2.4 Preoperational Flow-Induced Vibration Testing of Reactor Internals

The following standard supplement addresses Regulatory Guide (R.G.) 1.206,
Rev. 0:

As discussed in Subsection 3.9.2.3, STP 3 reactor internals are classified as
Prototype, and the•STP 4 reactor internals are classified as non-prototype, Category
I. In accordance with the requirement of Regulatory Guide 1.206 Section C.1.3.9.2.4
for non-prototype, @-brief s: ...ar; of test and analy.is results are shownin Section
3.9.2.3 identifie~s the assessment program for STP 3 that addr~esses the flow modes,
vibrationi mTonitoring and sensor types and locations, procedurs and methods to b~e
used to process and interpretthe measured data, planned visual inspections, and
planned comparisons of test results with analytical redictions. In addition, scale
:model tests will also be used for the dJevelopment of the analyses of the steam
dryers for acoustic loads.
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For STP 3-n 4 reactor internals components, an inspection program will be
implemented in lieu of a vibration measurement program as discussed in paragraph
C.3.1.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.20. Subsection 3.9.2.3 identifies the assessment
programfor t•he_STP 4 non-prototype.

1.. - te folloW ng

pperption'at thseseaystate and tansient modeSScud~ the unbalancedpurnrp

reactor~~ inera -om nts accum~ulate at ~least 106 cyclGes o~f vibrat"ORniprOF to the
fin ins•pet-n. Anl-o 4-- durationl ftesting shall nbe.no less than that foithe v1alid
prto- p reacto in -nlss This test operating duration- s.dqae 'ctste

rt-'. -'-• , 7-' -- 'jJp e oa e 'e•"s t-.••_•.h-e.-•.L'-.

pperating ABRIRs hav~e not eprend problem:s caused'by flow excited acousti
vesonanbes andj flow iducetd vibarations, and the valid, protetype. measurement

6118.t sh6nosgiiat resposes.These flow, jteqt and peqtionztal 1be
i~peetd p~F* lpa-d1'ing2ni

-htn~ hal beproýe 't hratrnenl moat af~et and the fuel
,as~s~eprovide equivalent dynamIc mnass anA flow.
~5h'rateistcs inpoitin.Thetetin my be con~ducted with~ut real eordumaw4uLw_

67eb~e if it_; ca b, shw (b ' nalyt..Ica ". ep rietal means) that such
Amwon .wPii yieam;nsr.atv rpesuitc. 1-croTprizn rator internaiS TOr wnIcn rem4ov-al

is not feasible th npetos hle nofi"'eoe by means of examinatio

oT Ib ofs Tier s 1 e aI 2 completed prie r tf~e fwe oad,- willpermi nt clos ro of that
pertifiedP Tthher 1 asle 2. . i d ITXAAG #7 foF as built vessel internals. it shal be

v&Ffid tattheasbuiltvessel internals have no damage or loose Plars affecGted-by
floeindcedvihr-atio-. ~Details of the in~petion requirements shall be proyided i

specificGationR, whicGh sha.l be sub!m.tte prier to pre_ operational test.-

AlIthoLugh'tIe steam dryeresign of STP 3 and 4I isdentcal to thevaWld prtotype~
4esi.,the Genfiguratio of the main steam"R indayh ave an influence on the steam
dryer-loads Thereforedditionafet and analysis requi ements'aeV1~ O

adoplted ' aGdnGu with Regulator' Guide1.20, Rev. 3. it is nmted that
R-eguateyGide 1.20, Rev. 2 Is applicablo tG the AB\A.IR,.p.er Tavble 1.8-20.

Pýursant to the ui~dar I ce of Regulatory Guide 1.20, Rev.3, ~analysesand scGalo
,modeltests will be pereFomed to ~address the effects of an diff-erences'ithe main
steam, line cE~nfiqurati~n betwee6 STP 3 and 4 and the Pretotype plant, pecifica4iy

with~ ~ ~ ~~f ls~bte t~ rerads.

Also, as discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.20, Rev. 3, the main steam lines in STP 3
and 4 will be instrumented with strain gages to provide measurements of pressure
fluctuations due to flow-induced vibrations. The measurements will be used by the
Acoustic Circuit Methodology to analytically predict the steam dryer flow-induced
vibration loads. The predicted loads will then be used with a finite-element model of
the dryer to confirm the acceptability of the flow-induced vibration loads.
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After the first operating cycle of STP 3 and 4, detailed inspections of the steam dryer
will be performed to confirm the structural adequacy of the dryer for flow-induced
vibration loads.

3.97.1 ReaorInternals of iratir onAnalsis, s ration Tsrmet anth Anaspetioan Rosuam

The follin.rg standardsu pplement addre' es Regulatorse Inf (Rmai) 1 20 .
Rev.O

t-h desdulss in Setiewbaon 3ass3,cressmet pogra foetheen fresto ABWeRpalsvbhaveo been

and analytical tesu_ a permoredt foa the valedetrofthe tes rmaults were
nompared to theeanaltia so ,d both o esults shoned that thee mpaximum
RG6 tress ampliTudes were allsbed1w the alluwabeclimit for all S OFMal steady
otaty- And trans•in daR6t4godtos fnseveeaa pQumps

Analyti~al medclsu irqd fo~r h,=CZanaplyses were ve~f ied byeomhparing the calculated
naturfreq Ue feataof n grt those values measured by the

mmertestor a brate n -a. unlstre ay.

3.9.7 COL License Information

3.9.7.1 Reactor Internal2s Vibration Analysis, Measurement and Inspection Program

The following standard supplement addresses COL License Information Item 3.27.

Thesesult ethe vibration assessment perothe fr W RI plant have been
.assessed and it was determined that the level ofdetail of theavailable information is
inadequate to meet the levbel of information describedin theoguidance provided in
RG 1.20 Rev. 3. Therefore, as described in Subsection 3.9.2.3, .STP 3 is the
prototype plant, and therefore a prototype reactor internals stress and vibration
theysis, mreasurement and inspection p msprovid. es programtaddresses
the following regulatonry poswitions of RGg1 2 Rev. 3:

C.21 Vbration and StesAay§sProgram

C. 2. .21 Vibration an'dStress Meýas-ure-m'e'n't P-rog'-~

C.24 Dcumenjtation of Resiults'

'As described in Sub sec.It~ion -3.9. 2.3, the STP 3 ABWR'Fiv Assessment Programi
(~Ref. 3.9-13) provides tthe summary of the reutso the vibration and stre~ss analysis,
and description oftevbainadsrssmaue n rga and inspection
program. The prelimhinary and final reports, which t~ogeher summarize the results~ of
the vibration analysis,ý, measurement, and inspection programs, will be submitted to
,the NRCV within 60 anrd 180 days, respectively, following the completonof vibration~
testi ng in accordance with the guiclance in RG 1.20 Rev. 3Y.
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•As described i•n Subsection 3.9.2. -3, STP 4,is considered a non-prototype category 1
plant. Based on the g.illdance 6f RG 1.20 Rev. 3 regulatory position C.3, the' STP 4
FIV Assessment Progj am (Ref. 3.9-14) provides the summary of the results of the
vibration and stressa aalysis, and description of the inspection program. The
preliminary and final reports, which together summarize the results of the vibration
analysis and inspection pprograms, will be submitted tothe NRC within60 and 180
days, respectively, following the compoetino-f spectio program in accordance with
the guidance in RG 1.20 Rev. 3.

The rsult o~teiThbtion assessment prp~gram for the valid prototype ABWVR
int~e.rnal;s Are. s~hwn &n Section 3.9.2.3. In Gddition, a vibration assessment program
tue marized in Sect#i o I e -y.........'

3.9.8 References

,..9-.13,,. S•.ABVWk-P0totype Re actor Iteras londcd• Vbration

Assessment rog ram,"WCAP17256.

139- 14 "STPý 4 Reacte orInternals Flow-Ind udedVi braton-Assessment Fg-rram,',
WCAP-1 7257.t
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RAI 03.09.02-10

QUESTION:

Supplement to Question 11649 (eRAI 03.09.02-3)

RAI 03.09.02-3 requested STP for the following:

"(1) A tabulation of all reactor internals components and local areas to be inspected A
description of the inspection procedure including the method of examination, method of
documentation, provisions for access to the reactor internals, and the criteria which will be
applied The applicant should also discuss what actions will be taken as a result of these
inspections.

(2) In addition, the SRP recommends that walkdown inspections of the steam, feedwater, and
condensate systems take place during hold points in the testing. The applicant should provide
details of the planned walkdowns, what monitoring and testing equipment is required, and
what actions will be taken as a result of these inspections."

STP's response referenced the Toshiba report RS-5126579, Revision 1. Our review indicated
that this report does not meet regulatory positions C.2.2(2)(a) and C.2.3 in Regulatory
Guide 1.20. Please consider these regulatory positions and update the reports.

RESPONSE:

As stated in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9, STPNOC is revising its approach to the reactor
internals flow-induced vibration (FIV) program and will make STP 3 the ABWR prototype
reactor. As also noted in that response, the response to RAI 03.09.02-3 is completely superseded
by the revised approach and the FIV test reports previously provided for review are being
superseded by new reports for the STP 3 prototype and STP 4 non-prototype Category I reactors.
These new reports will provide information regarding the vibration and stress measurement
program, including the tabulation of the components and local areas to be inspected, as described
in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9. These reports will also include a description of what is to be
included in the inspection procedure.

The response to RAI 03.09.02-9 also provides the schedule for submittal of the FIV program
reports.

No COLA changes are required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 03.09.02-11

QUESTION:

Supplement to Question 11650 (eRAI 03.09.02-4)

In the response to RAI 03.09.02-4, STP advised that the results of the initial acoustic screening
analysis and confirmatory scale model testing are scheduled to be completed by December 2010.
This schedule is not acceptable since it is beyond the Phase 4 schedule.

Please provide an updated schedule.

RESPONSE:

As stated in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9, STPNOC is revising its approach to the reactor
internals flow-induced vibration (FIV) program and will make STP 3 the ABWR prototype
reactor. As stated in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9, that response completely supersedes the
response to RAI 03.09.02-4. That response includes the schedule for submittal of the associated
reports in support of the STP 3 prototype analysis and tests. The initial acoustic screening
analysis submittal schedule is also provided in that response.

No COLA changes are required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 03.09.02-12

QUESTION:

Supplement to Question 11651 (eRAI 03.09.02-5)

In RAI 03.09.02-5, the staff requested more detailed discussion on the acoustic circuit
methodology. STP's response referenced Chapter III of the Toshiba report RS-5126579,
Revision 1, and advised that the evaluation methodology is in compliance with EPRI report
BWRVIP-194, which is currently under review by the NRC. Our review indicated that the
Toshiba report does not have sufficient details. Please resubmit the Toshiba report including the
detailed discussion of the acoustic circuit methodology.

RESPONSE:

As stated in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9, STPNOC is revising its approach to the reactor
internals flow-induced vibration (FIV) program and will make STP 3 the ABWR prototype
reactor. As also noted in that response, the steam dryer predictive analysis will be developed
using the acoustic circuit model (ACM) methodology. As stated in the response to
RAI 03.09.02-9, that response completely supersedes the response to RAI 03.09.02-5.

As noted in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9, the FIV program steam dryer high cycle fatigue
analysis report is currently planned to be submitted to NRC on December 15, 2010. This report
will include analysis of acoustic resonance of the steam dryer using the ACM methodology, and
will include a discussion of the ACM methodology and its' application for the STP analysis.

No COLA revision is required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 03.09.02-13

QUESTION:

Supplement to 11652 (eRAI 03.09.02-6)

In RAI 03.09.02-6, the staff requested the applicant to instrument the steam dryer to verify the
analytically predicted loads. In the response, STP referenced the Toshiba report RS-5126579,
Revision 1, and credited the successful operating experience of K-6, the valid prototype plant.
Please note that our review of RS-5126579, revision 1 indicated that it does not have the level of
details described in Regulatory Guide 1.20. In addition, STP Units 3 and 4's steam line
configuration is not the same as K-6. Please address the differences in configuration and either
re-consider providing instrumentation for the steam dryer or provide a better justification.

RESPONSE:

As stated in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9, STPNOC is revising its approach to the reactor
internals flow-induced vibration (FIV) program and will make STP 3 the ABWR prototype
reactor. As such, the difference between the K-6 main steam lines and the STP 3&4 main steam
lines noted in the RAI is no longer an issue as the STP-3&4 Comprehensive Vibration
Assessment Program Report will address the STP-3&4 main steam line layout. As stated in the
response to RAI 03.09.02-9, the response to RAI 03.09.02-6 is completely superseded. The
measurement plan for the prototype reactor internals, which includes the instrumentation
information for the steam dryer, will be described in the STP 3 ABWR FIV Assessment Program,
as discussed in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9.

No COLA changes are required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 03.09.02-14

QUESTION:

Supplement to Question 11653 (eRAI 03.09.02-7)

In ABWR FSAR, Tier 2, Section 3.9.7.1, Reactor Internals Vibration Analysis, Measurement
and Inspection Program, it states that the first COL applicant will provide, at the time of the
application, the results of the vibration assessment program for the ABWR prototype internals.
NRC review and approval of the results, as specified in Regulatory Guide 1.20, will complete the
vibration assessment program provision for prototype reactor internals. In addition to this
information, the first COL applicant will provide the information on the schedule in accordance
with position C.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.20. The staff s review of the FSAR section 3.9.2.3 and
3.9.2.4 did not include information on the schedule. In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.20,
the staff requests the applicant to provide a comprehensive schedule which includes the
prototype test report and testing of the steam dryer.

The staff requested the above in RAI 03.09.02-7. STP's response referenced Toshiba report
RS-5126954, Revision 1, and RS-5126579, Revision 1. The staff has reviewed these reports and
did not\consider these reports meet the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.20. Please update these
reports and provide more details as described in the regulatory guide.

RESPONSE:

As stated in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9, STPNOC is revising its approach to the reactor
internals flow-induced vibration (FIV) program and will make STP 3 the ABWR prototype
reactor. That response also provides the schedule for the deliverables and completely supersedes
the response to RAI 03.09.02-7.

No COLA changes are required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 03.09.02-15

QUESTION:

Supplement to Question 11654 (eRAI 03.09.02-8)

ITAAC #7 of DCD Tier 1, Table 2.1.1 d states that a vibration type test will be conducted on the
prototype RPV internals of an ABWR, and that a flow test and post-test inspection will be
conducted on the as-built RPV internals. Since the prototype has been identified as the
1350 MWe ABWR, the staff requests that the prototype vibration assessment report be made
available to be reviewed by the staff. The staff also requests the applicant to explain how the
remaining portion of the ITAAC for the as-built RPV internals will be resolved. It should be
noted that a COL applicant should submit the results from the vibration assessment program for
the RPV internals in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.20. STP's response to this RAI
referenced the Toshiba report RS-5126954, Revision 1, which we did not consider adequate.
Please update this report to meet the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.20.

RESPONSE:

As stated in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9, STPNOC is revising its approach to the reactor
internals FIV program and will make STP 3 the ABWR prototype reactor. As also noted in the
reference response, the associated FIV test programs for the STP 3 prototype reactor internals
and STP 4 reactor internals are being provided to NRC.

The ITAAC cited in the RAI states:

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

7. The RPV internals withstand 7. A vibration type test will be 7. A vibration type test report
the effects of FIV. conducted on the prototype exists and concludes that the

RPV internals of an ABWR. prototype RPV internals have
no damage or loose parts as
a result of the vibration type
test.

A flow test and post-test The as-built RPV internals
inspections will be conducted have no damage or loose
on the as-built RPV internals parts

The first ITA (Inspection, Test, Analyses) and acceptance criterion for this ITAAC apply for the
preoperational prototype testing, as described in FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.1.52. The STP 3 FIV
Assessment Program described in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9 includes a description of the
vibration and stress measurement and inspection programs. The resulting report for the pre-
operational testing portion of the STP 3 FIV program, which will document the test and
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inspection results and the acceptability of the reactor internals, would be used for closure of this
first ITA.

The second ITA and acceptance criterion for this ITAAC apply for the as-built RPV internals,
and as such apply to both STP 3&4. The closure of this ITA for STP 3 is accomplished by
completion of the first ITA. For STP 4, the STP 4 FIV Assessment Program described in the
response to RAI 03.09.02-9 includes the inspection program. The resulting report for the
pre-operational testing portion of the STP 4 FIV program, which will document the inspection
results and the acceptability of the reactor internals, would be used for closure of this second ITA.

Note that the STP 3 and STP 4 FIV Assessment Programs also include testing that is to be
performed during startup, consistent with the guidance of RG 1.20 Rev. 3, as described in FSAR
Subsection 14.2.12.1.12. Such startup testing is not a subject of this ITAAC. The startup FIV
testing requires fuel to be loaded and, as explained in DCD Subsection 14.3.2.2, the ITAAC do
not include any inspections, tests, or analyses that are dependent upon conditions that only exist
after fuel load. ITAAC by regulation are completed prior to issuance of the 10 CFR 52.103(g)
finding. Since it is not possible to perform the startup testing prior to the 103(g) finding, the
startup FIV testing is not part of the ITAAC requirement.

There are no COLA changes required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 14.02-6, Revision 1

OUESTION:

The COL applicant supplemented FSAR Subsections 14.2.12.1.2 and 14.2.12.1.52 by deleting
NEDO 33316, "Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) Vibration Assessment Program in
compliance with RG 1.20," and replacing it with a reference to Subsections 3.9.2.3 and 3.9.2.4 in
the STP Units 3 and 4 FSAR. The information in STP FSAR Subsections 3.9.2.3 and 3.9.2.4 is
not sufficientto provide reasonable confidence that these two preoperational tests for the Reactor
Recirculation System and the Reactor Vessel Flow-Induced Vibration System will satisfy the
NRC regulations.

For example, Criterion XI of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that a test program be
established to ensure that all testing required to demonstrate that structures, systems, and
components (SSCs) will perform satisfactorily in service is identified and performed in
accordance with written test procedures that incorporate the requirements and acceptance limits
in applicable design documents. The test program should include, as appropriate, proof tests
before installation, preoperational tests, and operational tests during plant operation of SSCs.
Test procedures should include provisions for ensuring that all prerequisites for the given test
have been met, adequate test instrumentation is available and used, and the test is performed
under suitable environmental conditions. Test results should be documented and evaluated to
ensure that test requirements have been satisfied. The staff requests a comprehensive test
program for these two test abstracts be submitted to the NRC for review.

REVISED RESPONSE (Revision 1):

The original response to this RAI was submitted with STPNOC letter U7-C-STP-NRC-090089,
dated July 29, 2009. This revised response reflects the updated STP approach for the reactor
internals flow induced vibration (FIV) program. This revised response replaces the original
response in its entirety.

DCD Subsections 14.2.12.1.2 and 14.2.12.1.52 are incorporated by reference without any
departures. DCD Subsection 14.2.12.1.52 explains that "This testing will fulfill the
preoperational requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.20 for a vibration measurement and
inspection program for prototype reactor internals, and applies only to the ABWR designated for
testing of "prototype" reactor internals." The supplementary information referencing
NEDO-33316 in the initial COLA (Revision 0), and referencing COLA Part 2, Tier 2,
Subsections 3.9.2.3 and 3.9.2.4 in COLA Revision 3, were intended to support designation of
STP 3 and STP 4 as Category I, non-prototype plants. As explained in the response to
RAI 03.09.02-9, STP 3 is now designated as the prototype ABWR plant in accordance with the
guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.20, Revision 3. STP 4 is a Category I, non-prototype plant. For
each of these units, reports will be submitted to the NRC that summarize the analytical models
and validation and predictive analysis results for the steam dryer, lower plenum components, and
all other reactor internal components, including a summary of the measurement and inspection
plans for STP 3 and the inspection plan for STP 4. Activities to be performed post-COL through
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testing at power will be described. Additional details regarding the content of the FIV
assessment program reports for STP 3&4, and the schedule for submittal of these reports are
provided by STPNOC in the response to RAI 03.09.02-9.

The details of the FIV program for STP 3&4 as noted above also will be reflected in revised
Tier 2 Subsections 14.2.12.1.2 and 14.2.12.1.52, as shown below. The supplement provided in
Subsection 14.2.12.1.2 will be deleted, because DCD Subsection 14.2.12.1.2 already references
Subsection 14.2.12.1.52, which will be revised to reflect this response. Changes from COLA
Revision 3 are shown with gray shading.

14.2.12.1.2 Reactor Recirculation System Preoperational Test

thtpoie by this subsecticA,.

ForSTR3& i~er~~st~tng reuirernentS refreRncTwer 2 Subsecions

and 3.9.24.

14.2.12.1.52 Reactor Vessel Flow-induced Vibration Preoperational Test

The following supplement augments that provided by this subsection.

Fo STP3i rqiements referen~e Tier 2 Subsections
9.e2.3 and 3te2.4.

STP 3 is designated as ,the prototype ABWRIplant i accordace th theguidance in
Regulatory.Guide 1.20,jRevision 3. SP4is considered a Catego ry 1, non-pjototype
plant.

ForSTP 3, tthe report provided in Reference 3.9-13 su mmrizes the analytical portion
of the program in terms&o maximum vibrational response levels of overall structures
and 4components and the measurement and•inspection. plans.

For STP 4, Rrence 3,.9 !•4 summarizes the ana yti6-l mIoId•dls and Ivalidaton Iand
pred~ictiveanalysi§results for the reactor internals, and includes the inspecti•tp•In
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RAI 14.02-8, Revision 1

QUESTION:

The COL applicant supplemented FSAR Subsection 14.2.12.2. 12 by deleting NEDO 33316,
"Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) Vibration Assessment Program in compliance with
RG 1.20," and replacing it with a reference to Subsections 3.9.2.3, 3.9.2.4 and 3.9.2.6 in the STP
Units 3&4 FSAR. The information in STP Unit 3&4 FSAR Subsections 3.9.2.3, 3.9.2.4 and
3.9.2.6 is not sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that startup testing for Reactor Internal
Vibration will satisfy the NRC regulations. For example, Criterion XI of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 requires, in part, that a test program be established to ensure that all testing required to
demonstrate that structures, systems, and components (SSCs) will perform satisfactorily in
service is identified and performed in accordance with written test procedures that incorporate
the requirements and acceptance limits in applicable design documents. The test program should
include, as appropriate, operational tests during plant operation of SSCs. Test procedures should
include provisions for ensuring that all prerequisites for the given test have been met, adequate
test instrumentation is available and used, and the test is performed under suitable environmental
conditions. Test results should be documented and evaluated to ensure that test requirements
have been satisfied. The staff requests a comprehensive startup test program be submitted to the
NRC for review.

REVISED RESPONSE (Revision 1):

The original response to this RAI was submitted with STPNOC letter U7-C-STP-NRC-090089,
dated July 29, 2009. This revised response reflects the updated STP approach for the reactor
internals flow induced vibration (FIV) program. This revised response replaces the original
response in its entirety.

DCD Subsection 14.2.12.2.12 is incorporated by reference without any departures. DCD
Subsection 14.2.12.2.12 explains that "The extent to which reactor internals vibration testing is
conducted during the power ascension phase is dependent on the classification of the reactor
internals as prototype or not in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.20 ..." The supplementary
information referencing NEDO 33316 in the initial COLA (Revision 0), and referencing COLA
Subsections 3.9.2.3, 3.9.2.4 and 3.9.2.6 in COLA Revision 3, were intended to support
designation of both STP 3 and STP 4 as Category i, non-prototype plants. As explained in the
response to RAI 03.09.02-9, STP 3 is now designated as the prototype ABWR plant in
accordance with the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.20, Revision 3. STP 4 is a Category I,
non-prototype plant. For each of these units, reports will be submitted to the NRC that
summarize the analytical models and validation and predictive analysis results for the steam
dryer, lower plenum components, and all other reactor internal components, including a
summary of the measurement and inspection plans for STP 3 and the inspection plan for STP 4.
Activities to be performed post-COL through testing at power will be described. Additional
details regarding the content of the FIV assessment program reports for STP 3&4, and the
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schedule for submittal of these reports is provided by STPNOC in the response to
RAI 03.09.02 9.

The details of the FIV program for STP 3&4 as noted above will be reflected in revised Part 2,
Tier 2 Subsection 14.2.12.2.12, as shown below. Changes from COLA Revision 3 are shown
with gray shading.

14.2.12.2.12 Reactor Internals Vibration

The following supplement augments that provided by this subsection.

For S TP 3 & Ieacto 4 nte~rnal s vibratioon assess ent -rmFeqeWTr2
SubsecGtOGRS 39.2.3, 3_.9,2.4, an&.92..

,STP3is designated as the prototype•ABWR plant in accordace with the guidance
inRegulatory_ Guide~ 1'.20, Revi~sion 3._STPA4 i~s-a Oategory 1,nonR-prototype pla~nt.
For STP 3, Reference, 3:9-1 m - hesthe analytical models, predictie- analysis
results, adteme~asu'rement and inspection plans.,
For STP 4, Reference 3.9-14 summarizes the analytical models ad predi ctive
analysis results, and includes the inspection plan[-


